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What is Land
Remediation Relief?
Land Remediation Relief allows businesses to claim
relief of 150% of the clean-up cost from corporation tax
for contaminated land, not caused or knowingly allowed
by the company claiming, if the land is:
Located in the UK and was acquired by the
company to carry out its trade;
Was contaminated or partially contaminated at the
time it was acquired; and
The contaminants are present as the result of
industrial activity (although costs relating to
naturally occurring radon and arsenic and also
Japanese Knotweed also qualify)
To qualify for tax relief the money spent on remediation
must meet the following criteria:
It is spent on land which is in a contaminated or
derelict state
It is spent on relevant contaminated land
remediation or relevant derelict land remediation
as defined by the Inland Revenue (this specifically
excludes costs associated with landfill tax)
It is spent on staffing costs, materials or is spent
on sub-contractors associated with land
remediation as defined by the Inland Revenue
It would not have been spent if the land was not
contaminated

The cost was not subsidised by anyone else
The main qualifying expenditures relevant to the
company’s activities are:
Preparatory activities, e.g. consultancy fees
associated with site investigations, risk
assessments, development of remediation
strategies and regulatory liaison, as well as
laboratory costs. Note that preparatory activities
can only be claimed for if the site is demonstrated
contaminated and is subsequently remediated
Capital expenditure and employee costs, for
example capital cost expenditure on equipment
and materials required as part of the remediation
strategy (e.g. gas membranes) and company
employee time spent on dealing with
contamination issues
Sub-contractor expenditure, e.g. all costs
associated with remediation contractors, as well
as consultants’ fees during the remediation phase
and laboratory costs
The land remediation tax relief is claimed for in the
Company’s corporation tax returns. If the company
makes a loss because of spending money on cleaning
up land, a tax credit of 16% can be applied for.

Example:
A company incurs qualifying land remediation
expenditure of £50,000 in an accounting period, The
company can claim Land Remediation relief of
£75,000 (150%) against corporation tax or if making tax
losses a tax credit of £12,000 (£75,000 x 16%) could be
payable.

How we can help
Does your site need decontamination?
How do you go about it?
How can you pay for it?
Land remediation is a team effort and DP Fuel Tank
Services (DP FTS) works with specialists with
expertise and a proven track record. Our
environmental consultancy works extensively on
issues for private companies including developers
and industrial landowners, public sector organisations
and regulators. We have both developed a strong
reputation based on our pragmatic, hands-on
approach and proven ability to deliver cost-effective
and integrated solutions.
We provide unrivalled levels of flexibility and
efficiency and have huge experience in:
Desk based land quality assessment (Phase I)
Site investigation and characterisation (Phase
II)
Human health and controlled waters risk
assessment

the contamination present and remediation
required, a remedial measures plan and
remediation verification reports.

Our business is based on relationships and we work
as part of your team and understand your problems.
We remain hands on for the duration of the project,
and therefore have the ability to adapt to the everchanging conditions encountered during remediation
of contaminated land.
Our practical and pragmatic approach allows us to
apply innovative and cost-effective methods to
contamination issues. Our ability to offer fixed price
remediation schemes is a result of our experience
and our ability to adapt.

For more information contact
us at ..
DP Fuel Tank Services
169 Frenches Road, Redhill, Surrey
RH1 2HZ
T: 01737 767524
F: 01737 762524
E: tanks@dptanks.co.uk
www.dptanks.co.uk

Remediation options appraisal
Remediation design, implementation and
management
Verification and successful regulatory sign-off

Keeping costs down
& helping with
funding claims
To ensure that our clients fully capture all remediation
expenditure and maximise corporation tax relief
entitlement, we offer:
Fixed price remediation solutions best suited to
the specific site and wider objectives
Identification of all remediation-related costs
eligible for Land Remediation Relief
Preparation and collation of all documentation
required by HMRC to support a claim, such as
site investigation and risk assessment reports,
remediation strategies, a summary statement of
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